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Founded in 1913

The Association’s 2022 AGM
Our Annual General Meeting takes place at
Shareshill Village Hall on Thursday March 24th at
7.30pm (Covid-19 permitting). Committee reports
will be circulated by email before the day to allow
for questions on the night.

Join us on the committee
To find out more about the roles, an outline of each
can be found on the SS&DBKA website, AGM
section.
As you can see, this year we are looking to
elect a new President, Chairman, Treasurer,
and Membership Secretary along with other
supporting members. We will provide training, help
and support for all committee roles to ensure a
succesful outcome for you and the club.

We would like to see as many of you as possible at
the meeting, so please put the date in your diary.
At the AGM, new officers and committee members
will be elected and existing serving committee
members re-elected. Please note: all officers and
committee members are elected for one year and
may serve for a period of three years in the same
role but still have to be re-elected each year.
Nominations are invited for:
Officers:
Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer
Other roles: President,
Membership Secretary
Educational Coordinator
Apiary Coordinators
Events Coordinator
Quartermaster
H&S and AHAT Lead
Communications Lead

If you would like to discuss any of the roles
further, please email: Alan Greenman, Chairman
at: agreenman219@gmail.com or Ed Bennett,
Secretary at: edwardjamesbennett@gmail.com
for more information.
So, to join the committee or to raise a question at
the AGM, please complete the nomination form
below and return no later than March 12th 2022
to the Club Secretary: Ed Bennett, 9 Woodhaven,
Woodseaves, Stafford, ST20 0LL or e-mail: ssbkamail@southstaffsbeekeepers.com
The future success of the our club depends on the
full commitment of all members so please consider
if you can help by joining the committee for 2022.

NOMINATION FOR SS&DBKA COMMITTEE 2022
I wish to nominate……………………………………………………… if s/he agrees to serve if elected
as (Position)……………………………………………………………………........
Name:					

Signed:					

Date:

Please note: You may also nominate yourself. Under the constitution, no seconder is required.
All nominees must be members of the SS&DBKA at the time of the AGM.
I would like to raise the following point for discussion at the 2022 AGM:

Name:					

Signed:					
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Date:

Moog Bees arrive on site in Wolverhampton

Hello Chris,
I thought I would share some of the images and
text we have regarding the bees.
The images and text have gone to every Moog
facility globally and have been seen by 40,000
people.
See below for a screenshot of our instagram page.
Thanks for all your great work on this bee project
with Moog.
Paul Kingscroft

On the 28th October 2021, Chris Shaw and Alan
Greenman met up with Paul Kingscroft at Moog
Industries site on the outskirts of Wolverhampton
where they design and manufacture motion control
products for aerospace, defense, industrial, and
medical applications.
Paul and his colleague Mark showed us round
and asked if we would like to work with them to
establish bees on site. Having found a suitable
location the bees were moved to their new location
recently and the following message was received.
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Aston Lark beekeeping insurance
Notice to Members who take out additional
Beekeepers Insurance

If they are unable to assist, we have also
negotiated facilities that will give most of, or all of
the covers you may require on one or more of our
own Household Insurance policies.

Please be advised that unfortunately the current
insurance scheme has been discontinued. As a
result, Aston Lark will be unable to offer renewal
terms in 2022 and cover will cease from your
renewal date.

However, to clarify, this would be achieved by
arranging all your Contents, not just beekeeping
equipment.

This insurance had been arranged with the unique
buying power of the BBKA’s 25,000+ members.
However, over the period of 3 years since it began
(31/01/2018), less than 2% of members have
bought the cover. In addition, claims have been
relatively high in relation to premiums.

Any beekeeper who would like a quotation on
either basis can contact David Hudson at Aston
Lark, who will be happy to hear from you. David’s
contact details are outlined below:

There is some cover Aston Lark can still arrange
and offer on one of two routes:-

David Hudson
T: 0161 8301281
M: 07966 197512
E: david.hudson@astonlark.com
W: www.astonlark.com
A: 3 Parsonage, Manchester, M3 2HW

For Local Associations, Branches and Professional
Beekeepers, we can quote on a bespoke basis
with a specially selected and adapted policy with
Hiscox. However, the minimum cost will increase to
at least £140.
For Hobby Beekeepers (the vast majority of
Beekeepers, as it’s the BBKA description of
their members) we would point you to having a
discussion with your own Household Insurers, with
the aim of adapting cover to include hives in the
open and other covers that may not automatically
be catered for.

Julie Hamer
Treasurer

Stafford Bee Group presents...
Stafford Bee Group (SBG) offers a varied
programme of lectures on beekeeping as well as
other related subjects.
To find out what’s going on, head over to the Stafford
Bee Group website: staffordbeegroup.org for more
information and to register for future events.
The next SBG lecture is on
Saturday 5th March 2022 at 11.00am:
‘Wax Production and replacing Old Comb’
by Marin Anastasov.
This talk covers the aspects of wax secretion by the
honeybee, the nutrients needed for its production,
as well as some of the properties of wax that makes
it perfect for storage of honey and brood rearing.

The next lectures is on 2nd April 2022

Dr Sarah Goddard - ‘It started with a Sting’

All lectures will take place at the Northfield Centre, Co-operative Street, Stafford, ST16 3DA at
11.00am. Put the dates in your diary and come along early to join us for a cuppa and a catch up
before the talk begins.
We look forward to seeing you there...
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In the SPOTLIGHT

Each issue we will be asking the same
questions of our committee members.
We will be putting them in the spotlight,
for your pleasure, so to speak.
The questions have been devised by a
secret beekeeper to find out as much as
possible about the person...

Membership Secretary

Claire George

... ‘in the spotlight’.

Q1. How long have you been a beekeeper?

A. I am not sure that I have a hero beekeeper. I
am just impressed with and envious of anyone who
manages more than10 hives and keeps them alive
year after year. I just don’t have the time.

A. I have been a beekeeper since 2011.
Q2. Why did you become a beekeeper?
A. My neighbour was given some old beekeeping
equipment including a beehive which we cleaned
up thinking that we could be beekeepers together
and help save the bees. My garden was much
larger than hers so we placed the hive at the
bottom of my garden. We then waited around for
a swarm to come and settle in, whilst asking local
beekeepers to let us know if one became available.
After two years waiting, I lost my patience and
decided to buy a nuc of bees for the hive. My
neighbour then became a full time mum and I took
over.

Q8. What beekeeping disasters have you had?
A. The worst disaster so far was losing my one
and only hive to starvation in my second year
beekeeping.. Learnt a lot since then and haven’t
had what I would call a disaster since.
Q9. Which aspect of beekeeping do you like best?
A. I love a nice calm day when I have time just to
go and look at the hives, checking that they are in
good health and are doing well.
Q10. What is your least favourite beekeeping job?
A. Dealing with an ‘arsy’ colony.

Q3. What is your favourite bit of beekeeping kit?

Q11. If you didn’t keep bees, would you be a
campanologist or a Morris dancer?

A. My hive tool, I use it all around the house as
well as on the hives. Most useful bit of kit ever and
I now have four of them.

A. I tried to become a Morris dancer when I
was a young girl. It was frowned upon then and
I decided that I did not want to be the person
that had to fight about it. It’s also exhausting and
they drink a lot of beer, not my favourite tipple.
Therefore, campanologist would be a more suitale

Q4. How many bee suits do you have?
A. I have a suit for every two years of
beekeeping, so about 5 now. Also bought two
for my daughter so that she can come and help,
although she hates flying insects. Asla gave one to
the church warden so that he can strim around the
hives at the church.

Q12. What would be your best bit of beekeeping
advice?
A. Be patient.
Q13. What would your last meal be?
A. My last meal would have to be one I don’t
have to chew cos I expect to live a lot longer than
my teeth. Rice pudding always goes down well as
long as it has a very nice jam on top.
Q14. What is your favourite bit of a bee?
A. Their tongue is great. I love seeing it out
collecting nectar and sugar syrup but hate to see
them out in dead bees.

Q5. What is your proudest beekeeping moment?
A. Winning the best frame of honey at my local
honey show.
Q6. Do you have a favourite pair of socks?
A. My favourite socks to wear are the ones that
fit around ny calves without cutting the blood
circulation although these are mostly black as I
wear them for work. However my favourite socks
for pattern are the ones that look like they are
eating my leg.
Q7. Who is your beekeeping hero or heroine?
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Continued on next page...

I am a beekeeper. My daughter will laugh at me
sometimes when I start talking about them in
company.
Q20. Do you prefer sweet or savoury nibbles?
A. I definitely prefer sweet nibbles but will usually
eat savoury ones.
Q21. What other interests do you have besides
beekeeping?
A. I read (a lot! Mostly fantasy and Sci-Fi), knit,
build jigsaws ( I especially like the 3-D ones).
play board games (when I can find an opponent),
pottering in the garden, watching films and TV
series. I also enjoy DIY, using skills that I have
learnt over the years and getting to use tools.
Q22. Who would you like to inspect a hive with?
A. I like to inspect hives with anyone, because
everyone has a variety of experience and
approach. So whether experinced or beginer, I find
the different aspects a learning curve.
Q23. What sums up your attitude to bees and
beekeeping?
A. I try to be calm and patient as possible at all
times but I am still learning as well.

...continued from previous page

Q15. When you think about your bees, what makes
you smile?
A. Thinking about the pollen sacs filled with
pollen and them being busy in and out of the hive.
Q16. Do you like honey?
A. I love it and would eat honey all day every day
if it wasn’t so fattening!
Q17. What annoys you about working with bees,
apart from the stings?
A. The way they stick everything together with
propolis and how they always manage to get in the
way when you close up the hive.
Q18. Do you talk to your bees?
A. I often talk talk to the bees whilst I am with
them. When I had them in the garden, I would go
and tell them things. Now they are in an out-apiary
they get less information and more telling off.
Q19. How often are you asked to stop talking about
bees?
A. Strangely, I have never been asked to stop
talking about bees and often have strangers
ask me questions as soon as they find out that

BOOK NOW!
Friday 8 - Saturday 9 – Sunday 10 April 2022
Harper Adams University, Shropshire, TF10 8NB
Lectures, Workshops and Seminars covering a wide range of practical and scientific
topics, directed at all levels of experience, presented by leading experts. Bumper
Trade Show Saturday 9th
Speakers and Tutors include; Marin Anastasov, Mark Barnett, Shirley and Richard
Bond, Norman Carreck, Lars Chittka, Celia Davis, Joyce Nisbet, Juliet Osborne, Julian
Parker, Sara Robb, Nigel Semmence, Jo Widdicombe, Geraldine Wright, and more...

For further information, and to book from 31st January
see the Spring Convention pages at www.bbka.org.uk
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Caroline Beacall - our friend
and contact at Shugborough
“I moved to
Shugborough five
years ago from
Hanbury Hall where
I joined the National
Trust in 2004 first as
an apprentice, then
as a Gardener and a
Senior Gardener.”

I am writing, on behalf of the trustees from
Partnerships in the Gambia, to thank you for giving
us an opportunity to raise funds and speak about
the work of the charity at your association’s social
evening held at Shareshill Village Hall in late
November of last year.
On a cold, frosty evening there was a warm
welcome in the village hall, along with delicious
food and fun with the Honey Bees and Hornets
game. Our tombola stall was successful, it raised
£85 and we send our thanks for the generosity of
those who were there.
The Association has supported the charity for many
years and this support is greatly appreciated. It has
helped our on-going work in The Gambia, making
a difference to people’s lives - helping people help
themselves.
I hope you are able to access our website and
Facebook page (details below) to see how we
are working with our partners in the UK and The
Gambia.
All our good wishes to members of the Association.
					Heather Scott

Caroline busy mowing for us in the apiary

In 2019 I became Shugborough’s first female Head
Gardener. I lead a fantastic team and we care
for, and manage the Walled Garden and Pleasure
Grounds – consisting of Arboretum and formal
garden.
Over the next few years Shugborough is going to
see lots of changes that will help us conserve the
estate whilst opening long dormant areas for our
visitors.
I echo Hayley’s comment that this is complex
and very varied project (see p2 - January 2022
Newsletter).
Everything at Shugborough is being considered.
Saying that, it’s also incredibly exciting, especially
with the developments in the Walled Garden where
there are already several projects underway.
We’re also working closely with yourselves,
SS&DBKA, to ensure that your future apiary is set
up with everything you need, and in the interim,
providing meeting room spaces, along with facilities
at The Kennels apiary (water, electric and toilet
facilities) and I will be joining you at your AGM in
March with Hayley Mival, our General Manager .
Finally, I’d like to extend a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to
everyone who helped move the apiary from the
Walled Garden to the paddock at The Kennels last
year. It is amazing what was achieved.
Best wishes
Caroline

on behalf of the trustees of Partnerships in The Gambia.
Partnerships in the The Gambia is the working name for
WYCE. Find out more at: www.PinGambia.org or
www.facebook.com/WYCEUK

National hives for sale
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I have two empty National
hives for sale comprising of
a varroa floor, brood box, a
wired queen excluder, two
super boxes, a crown board
and roof.
They are both clean and
ready for bees.
Priced at £120 each for a
quick sale.
Contact Chris Shaw on mob: 07423 011239 for
more information or to buy now as they won’t be
around for long...
Chris

The Maintenance Team in
action - Hilton Green Apiary

Frame making day....

Please come and join us
for our Frame making day,
Saturday19th March 2022
from 10.00am till 1.00pm
at our Hilton Green apiary.
Oh yes, and remember to
bring your frame making
tools with you.
How to get there
Hilton Green is just south
of M6 Junction 11 at the
location labelled Forest
of Mercia. (Hilton Green,
Hilton Lane, Essington WV11 2BG).
There is free parking and toilets on site. We will be
working in the large polytunnel, so if the weather is
poor, we will still be warm and dry and yes, there
will be refreshments at half time!
Looking forward to seeing you all there...
Ed Bennett - SS&DBKA Secretary

Our Hilton Green apiary has just had a make over
thanks to ‘Paddington Bear’ (Chris’s words) and
her band of workers.
Chris Shaw, with Alistair, Penny, Paul and Mel (who
took the pictures) spent some happy hours clearing
the weeds and spreading fresh wood chippings to
bring the apiary back to its best ready for the new
beekeeping season.
We will be having Saturday meetings at Hilton
Green during 2022, look out for more information
on the club website.

Apiary stories...
When Chris Shaw
asked Moog to
secure their new
hives against the
recent storms,
this was what
they came up
with.

Clearing the weeds...

What they called
a temporary
lash...
(see story on
page 2)
This brood box was being
cleaned up by Paul at the
recent apiary maintenance
day. The strange regular
shapes seen in the picture
are ‘scoops’ out of the
brood box wall.

Looking good....

Paul said he had never
seen anything like it before
and wondered if any of you
know what has caused it. If
so, write in and let us know
and we will tell you next
issue.
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A well earned rest...

Every Little Helps...

Planes grounded by insects

Eight passenger planes were infested by insects
causing abandoned take-offs at Heathrow Airport
last summer.
A Wall Mason wasp
(ancistrocerus
parietum) collected
from a pitot probe
on an Airbus 319
aircraft (see right).
Bee and wasp
nests blocked
speed-measuring
pitot probes on six British Airways aircraft and one
Virgin Atlantic jet, according to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch (AAIB).
The “temporary surge” was due to fewer flights
during the Covid pandemic.
Aircraft remaining on the ground for longer
periods between flights created an “attractive
opportunity” for insects as pitot probes are an “ideal
construction site for nests”, the AAIB report said.
British Airways crews on board two of the planes
were forced to abort take-offs while speeding down
runways because the blockages caused inaccurate
speed readings on cockpit displays.
Another insect was found blocking a pitot probe on
a Boeing 777 aircraft (see below).

A big thank you to all those members who have
turned on Amazon Smile when buying goods
from Amazon.
It has generated significant income for the club
funds and as a well known supemarket always
says, ‘Every Little Helps’.
If you to want to help, go to the Amazon
Smile page on the club website:
southstaffsbeekeepers.com and learn how
you can help us fund our new marqee using
Amazon Smile.

Can you find the Queen

The AAIB said that the high level of insect activity
in 2021 could lead to a “larger number of insects
emerging in the spring of 2022”, so the risk of more
probe blockages could be significant this year.
The AAIB added that the incidents should act as
a reminder that “the environmental response to
changes in human behaviour can be unpredictable
and have unforeseen consequences”, further
saying that the drive towards greener aviation and
urban areas will result in quieter, cleaner aircraft
and less polluting airports, which provide “the kind
of environments that prove attractive to insects
such as bees and wasps”.
BBC News January 2022

In the January 2022 edition of the newsletter
our queen bee was briefly sitting on the right
hand side fence admiring her new paddock
apiary on a frosty winters morning. She was
soon tucked up safe and warm, but where did
she hide to get away from the cold?
Have a good look round the Newsletter and
see if you can spot our queen bee.
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Phil’s Corner - so, whats happening in 2022?

The new beekeeping season starts again soon, are you ready?
Check out the BBKA Spring Convention at Harper Adams (see page 5).
It is on April 8,9 &10th with lots of lectures, workshops and a trade stall on Saturday
only. See details on BBKA website and book your place on a course.

If you completed your beginners course in 2021 then now is the time to think of preordering yourself a poly nucleus of bees from the association.
If you have you kept bees for a year, why not enrol on the Club’s Basic Assessment
course. This is free to members with just a £30.00 BBKA examination fee. It is really
interesting, no real pressure and we have a high pass rate. For more information
contact Trevor Smith or Wendy Woodward.
Look out for our frame making morning at Hilton
Green on Saturday19th March with a reminder to
bring a small hammer, craft knife and pair of pliers.
Finally don’t miss our new Shugborough apiary
grand opening on Saturday 23rd April.

For Sale

Beekeeping Study Notes Book includes Basic
Assessment information - 3 copies available at
£12 each. Also a large Burco boiler at £35
For more information please contact Phil by email at:
philatkin@sky.com.
Phil Atkin

Diary Dates - 2022
February

23rd - Grand Apiary opening at Paddocks apiary,
Shugborough

26th - Apiary maintenance day at Shugborough

May

March

7th - Beginners induction day - The Dairy training room
15th - HBED at apiary from 12.00 noon - 4.00pm
19th - 7.00pm - First 2022 Thursday evening social

5th - SBG - Marin Anastasov - ‘Members choice
lecture’ at the Northfield Centre, Stafford, ST163DA
12th - Bee Tradex at Stoneleigh
19th - Frame making day at Hilton Green
24th - Association’s Annual General Meeting at
Shareshill Village Hall at 7.30pm

meeting at apiary

April

2nd - SBG - Dr Sarah Goddard - ‘It started with a sting’
at the Northfield Centre, Stafford, ST163DA
8,9 &10th - BBKA Spring Convention at Harper Adams

Club apiary open - all members welcome

Thursday’s - Evening bee chat - Shugborough - 7.00pm start
Saturday’s - Hive inspections - Shugborough - 10.00am start

Items for the newsletter

SS&DBKA Links
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/SSBKA
Website:
http://southstaffsbeekeepers.com
E-Mail:
ssbka-mail@southstaffsbeekeepers.com

If you have any stories, pictures or information
that you would like included in the newsletter, or if
you have items for sale or wish to comment on the
content of previous newsletters, please send to:
ssbka-mail@southstaffsbeekeepers.com and make
the subject “Item for the newsletter”.
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